Media Acceleration VoD
Deliver high quality video on-demand (VoD) anywhere and on any device
CDNetworks Media Acceleration VoD delivers high-quality video on demand to any device running any
operating system in any location. Features such as customized caching, intelligent scheduling and
control system ensure your media content is always delivered to end users over optimal paths for peak
performance and reliability. Integration with Object Storage, media processing, and security protection,
CDNetworks provides ﬂexible and secure video on demand acceleration services.

Stable and Fast Streaming

Security and Protection

Oﬀer unparalleled user experiences by

Protect online content by encrypting the

optimizing content for quick and secure delivery
over CDNetworks’ global edge network

content itself, securing the distribution
process, or controlling viewing access

Adaptive Video Processing
Support multiple codecs to reduce the size of streaming videos for delivery to a wide online
audience while ensuring an outstanding viewing experience.
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Features
Fast Delivery

Robust Stream Protection

Accelerate delivery of media content with
CDNetworks’ highly eﬃcient CDN to ensure a fast,
reliable, and high-quality user experience

Anti-hotlinking, digital encryption, and copyright mark
prevent your content from being copied or stolen
online.

High Availability

Video Configuration

High quality of service with redundancy is our
highest priority when providing smooth video
streaming to content providers.

Flexible cache policies for cache conﬁguration, dynamic
bit rate, and intelligent video buﬀering.

Media Processing
Security
Access control includes features such as token
authentication, geo-blocking, and IP whitelisting
and blacklisting

Rich media processing features including video/audio
transcoding, transmuxing, video editing, etc.

How It Works
CDNetworks Media Acceleration VoD is a comprehensive video on demand solution. Based on CDNetworks'
CDN, video processing Center and Object Storage, it assists with the delivery of media content and ensures
your audience the best viewing experience!
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